Examination of protein sequence homologies. VII. The complementary molecular coevolution of ribosomal proteins equivalent to Escherichia coli L7/L12 and L10.
Recently reported P1, P2 and metabacteria line sequences of transposition-type 'A' proteins, equivalent to Escherichia coli ribosomal protein L7/L12, were examined using a correlation method which evaluates the sequence similarity quantitatively. As the sequences could be aligned along the alignment previously constructed for 25 various 'A' proteins, the inclusive alignment further supports the previous claims concerning the rule of "preservation units" and the transpositional regeneration for metabacterial and eukaryotic 'A' proteins. Yeasts contain multispecies of P1 and P2 line genes and their P1 line sequences show low correlation coefficient values compared to other P1 line sequences, indicating a great evolutionary distance between lower and higher eukaryotes. Five sequences of protein P0 from metabacteria, yeast, and human, of which about 20 residues at the C termini are homologous with those of their own transposition-type 'A' proteins, were similarly examined. The N-terminal three-quarters of the sequences align naturally and the first two-thirds of the alignment could involve the E. coli L10 (EL10) sequence. An alignment of the remaining sequences at the C termini was established, relying on the well-matching sequence similarities between the metabacteria 'A' protein and their P0 protein sequences. Finally, the C-terminal halves of P0 protein sequences corresponded with almost overall sequences of the transposition-type 'A' proteins. The gene fusion of a protein might have resulted in the formation of the P0 proteins. A coupling of this gene fusion and the transposition of prototype 'A' proteins may have given rise to the complementary molecular transformations required for the development toward higher organism cells.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)